An end-to-end model is presented of the transient plume created by a micro laser-ablation plasma thruster. In this paper we describe a model of the plasma generation and expansion for a microlaser plasma thruster operated in transmission-mode (T-mode). The laser ablation and plasma formation processes are modeled using a kinetic ablation model. This procedure provides boundary conditions at the target surface for the plume model that is based on a particle computational approach. The present study considers a 2.5-8 W diode-based laser irradiating a poly-vinyl chloride target over a rectangular focal spot of 30 x 120 µm for a pulse length of 3-10 ms. The plume simulations reveal many details of the multi-component plasma expansion. The results are compared with experimentally obtained plume signatures. Generally good agreement between experimental and calculated flux profiles is found.
Introduction
There are many future space missions involving science, military, and commercial payloads that require very small thrust levels including very fine attitude control for high resolution Earth imaging and astronomy, and very fine positioning requirements of spacecraft formation flying that is at the core of many interferometry missions. At the same time, many basic components of spacecraft are being miniaturized so that micro-satellites and nano-satellites are being designed and built. To satisfy the needs of both the low-thrust missions and the small-scale spacecraft, miniaturized propulsion systems are under development.
Research is being conducted on a variety of micro-scale spacecraft propulsion systems in response to the needs outlined above. One type of approach involves the scaling down of largerscale thrusters to the smaller size. However, in most cases, this is only partially successful because the larger thrusters operate in a different physical regime at the small scale for which they are not optimized. For instance: cold-gas thrusters experience significantly larger boundary layers at the micro-scale in comparison to their large-scale counterparts; Hall thrusters require a significantly stronger magnetic field at the micro-scale. A separate approach to the design of micro-scale thrusters attempts to exploit physical mechanisms that work best at the micro-scale. A key aspect in the development of any spacecraft propulsion system concerns the assessment of any potential adverse effects that the plume of the thruster may have on the spacecraft. In the case of the plasma plume generated during operation of a µ-LPT, the main integration concerns are:
(1) plume-induced contamination of the focal lens of the µ-LPT itself (in the case of thruster operated in the so-called reflection (R)-mode); (2) contamination by the plume of other critical spacecraft components such as solar cells and optical instruments; and (3) erosion of critical spacecraft surfaces due to high energy impact by plume species.
Plume-induced spacecraft damage from a thruster is usually assessed through a combination of experimental and numerical modeling work. Experimental measurement can provide direct data that is relevant to plume effects on the spacecraft. For example, angular profiles of species mass fluxes indicate the potential for contamination, and angular profiles of ion current density accompanied by ion energy distribution functions indicate the potential for surface erosion. In addition, numerical modeling can also contribute in the assessment of spacecraft integration issues, but only if confidence in a given model can be established.
In the present paper we report on an initial attempt to formulate an end-to-end numerical model of a µ-LPT. The model predicts the products of laser ablation and their properties. These data are then employed as boundary conditions in a detailed model of the plasma plume expansion process. In the following section, a description is first given of the particular µ-LPT considered in the present study. Then, details are provided of the plasma formation and plasma expansion models. Next, results of the models are presented both for the laser ablation and the plasma plume expansion. Finally, some conclusions of the present study are provided.
Micro Laser Plasma Thruster
The micro-Laser-Ablation Plasma Thruster (µ-LPT) developed by Phipps and Luke 3 uses a 1 to 10 W, high-brightness diode laser irradiating various absorbing material and substrate combinations (e.g. black ink on paper, black PVC on kapton). Laser coupling coefficients on the order of 60 µN/W and specific impulses on the order of 500 sec with a 1 W laser are achieved.
One of the major advantages of the µ-LPT is its large dynamic range of impulse bit that can be varied between 0.4 nN-s to 16 µN-s by simply increasing the laser pulse duration. In addition, selection of absorber and substrate materials allows the specific impulse and the laser characteristics to be tailored for specific mission requirements. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the µ-LPT can be operated in two different modes. In reflection mode (R), the laser is incident on the target and the ablated material ``reflects'' from the surface. This mode has the potential problem of leading to deposition of plume effluent on the laser optics. In transmission mode (T), the laser passes through a transparent substrate film from the back. The substrate is coated on the other side with an absorbing material that ablates material away from the laser. This approach circumvents the problem of optics contamination found with the R mode.
However, the dynamic range of impulse bit available in T mode is more restrictive. Coating of laser optics by plume deposition is one of the major lifetime limitations of the µ-LPT in R-mode.
Therefore there is a certain preference for development of T-mode operation. In this paper, we describe a model of the plasma generation and expansion for a micro-laser plasma thruster operated in transmission-mode (T-mode). Preliminary computational results for R-mode µ-LPT were recently presented. 5 The principle of operation of this device is shown schematically in Accurate modeling of the µ-LPT plume may provide predictions for the potential spacecraft integration concerns. The goal of this work is to develop models for predicting the end-to-end performance of a µ-LPT, from laser-ablation of a plastic target, to the far-field of the plasma plume. In the following, we first describe a model of the formation of the plasma through laser ablation. Then, a description is provided of the particle model used to simulate the plasma plume expansion of the laser-ablation products.
Plasma generation model
In this section, we describe a model of the plasma layer near the evaporating surface under the effect of the laser beam. It is assumed that most of the laser absorption occurs in this layer. The plasma layer length is considered to be smaller than the laser spot diameter. The plasma layer is separated from the surface by a kinetic non-equilibrium (Knudsen) layer that has a thickness of about one mean free path as shown in Fig. 2 . Here we use an approach similar to that developed for analyses of Teflon ablation under plasma effects in a pulsed plasma thruster in which the velocity at the edge of the Knudsen layer determines the evaporation rate. 6, 7 In general, the velocity at the edge of the Knudsen layer is actually determined by the flow state outside the Knudsen layer. 6 In the case of laser-induced evaporation into vacuum, it is assumed that the ablation is free and therefore the velocity at the edge of the Knudsen layer is equal to the local sound speed.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the model in T-mode (not to scale).
Solution of the Knudsen layer problem determines the boundary condition for the collisiondominated plasma. Absorption of the laser power leads to thermal evaporation, so that ejected particles obey a Maxwellian velocity distribution at the temperature of the surface T s .
In this model we assume that local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is established during the laser pulse, since long pulses in the ms range are considered. In this case the pulse duration is larger than the typical time for LTE formation. For known velocity and density at this interface, it is possible to calculate the ablation rate: The system of equations is closed if the equilibrium vapor pressure can be specified that In order to solve this equation, boundary and initial conditions must be specified 10, 11 : 9
T/ x(x=0) = q(t) -H -C p (T s -T o )
T where x=0 corresponds to the inner dielectric surface, which is in contact with a plasma, H is the ablation heat, is the rate of the ablation per unit area, T o is the initial temperature and q(t) is the laser power flux, and T s is the surface temperature.
Having calculated the plasma density and plasma temperature (Eqs. 1-3) one can calculate the chemical plasma composition considering Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) in the way described previously 8, 9, 12, 13 . We start our consideration from the point when we have a gas containing C and H. The Saha equations for each species (C and H) are supplemented by the conservation of nuclei and quasi-neutrality. The complete system of equations for chemical composition is presented in Refs.8, 9.
At the power density level of 10 10 Wm -2 realized in the micro-laser plasma thruster 1 , the main mechanism of plasma absorption and therefore electron heating is the inverse bremsstrahlung. , is the laser wavelength in microns, and n e is the electron density.
An important parameter in laser ablation is the recoil pressure acting on the evaporating surface.
The recoil pressure can be calculated as follows 16 : (7) where C m is the laser momentum coupling coefficient. Having calculated the ablated mass, one can estimate the parameter Q* which is the laser energy required to ablate 1 kg. The above system of equations allows the calculation of the plasma temperature and composition during the laser pulse. After the pulse, the plasma cools quickly by radiation and electron conductivity. The solution of the ablation model relies on several assumptions and coefficients, such as the average experimental coupling coefficient. We used these parameters because of the lack of complete data for PVC.
In this paper we consider two specific examples of a µLPT operated in T-mode for the conditions listed in Table 1 . The average laser spot size in each case is 30 µm x 120 µm. Table 1 .
The electron temperature in the plasma generation region is shown in Fig. 3 . Two cases (see Table 1 ) are compared. One can see that the case with higher power produces a plasma with a much higher electron temperature. Dependent on the electron temperature, one can expect that the plasma composition will also be different. The results of the plasma composition calculations are summarized in Table 3 . In these calculations we assume that all particles have the same temperature and also the same center-of-mass velocity 17 . It can be noted from Table 3 that in the second case, the plasma is highly ionized, while in the first case the ionization degree is small. It will be shown below that the plasma composition will affect the plasma plume flowfield.
Plasma Plume Expansion Model
Models for the plumes created by laser ablation have been described previously by Itina et al. 18 and by Franklin and Thareja. 19 In each case, Monte Carlo methods were employed to analyze the effects of a finite back pressure on the plume expansion while the plasma was modeled as a fluid.
The focus of these studies was on use of laser ablation for thin film deposition. The laser spot size was significantly larger in those studies in comparison to that for the µLPT considered here.
In the present investigation, a hybrid fluid-particle approach is employed. The heavy-particle products of the laser ablation of PVC (neutral atoms of C and H, and ions C+ and H+) are modeled as particles. Particle collisions are computed using the direct simulation Monte Carlo method (DSMC). 20 Both momentum exchange and charge exchange collisions are simulated.
Momentum exchange cross sections follow the model of Dalgarno et al. 21 and the collision dynamics follows the normal DSMC procedures as described in Ref. 18 . The charge exchange processes employ the cross sections proposed by Sakabe and Izawa. 22 No momentum exchange is simulated during charge exchange.
Acceleration of the charged particles in self-consistent electric fields is simulated using the Particle-In-Cell method (PIC). 23 The plasma potential, , is obtained by assuming charge neutrality to determine the electron number density from the total ion density. By further assuming the electrons are adiabatic, the electron number density, n e , is then used in the Boltzmann relation to obtain the plasma potential:
where *,T* and n* are reference values and =5/3. This approach has been used successfully in our previous work on modeling the plumes of Hall thrusters. In the case of the µ-LPT, the reference point for the Boltzmann relation is taken as the target surface. It is assumed that the potential here is constant.
The simulation uses a single grid for both the collision and plasma processes. Since charge neutrality is assumed, the PIC cells are not required to be of the order of the Debye length.
Instead they are chosen to be small enough to resolve in a reasonable way the gradients in the potential. At the same time, the cells satisfy the DSMC requirement that their size be less than a mean free path.
The experimental facility back-pressure of the order of 10 -5 -10 -2 torr is simulated. In the simulations, this pressure is applied as a fixed background condition with which particles from the thruster can collide. The back-pressure gas is assumed to be fully composed of hydrogen atoms at a temperature of 300 K.
Results
For simplicity, we consider a two-component plasma consisting of carbon and hydrogen. The chlorine component is omitted due to its relatively low abundance. Two examples of a 2.5-8 W diode laser beam focused on a 30x120 m radius spot is considered. The pulse duration is ms, and the experimentally measured thrust-to-power (coupling coefficient) of about 70-200 µN/W (see Table 1 ) is used in order to estimate the recoil pressure.
The particles injected into the DSMC-PIC simulation are sampled from the equilibrium velocity distribution corresponding to the temperatures and velocities mentioned in Table 3 . A similar approach has been successfully validated in previous work on simulating the plumes generated in Electron Beam Physical Vapor Deposition processes. Contours of plasma densities are shown in Fig. 5 . One can see that background gas pressure strongly affect the plume expansion due to CEX and momentum collisions.
The heavy particles energy distribution at 1 cm and 45 o from the spot center is shown in Figs. 6 for higher power case 2 (Tables 1,3 ). One can see that carbon ions and atoms have a higher most probable energy and their distribution is broader than that for the hydrogen ions and atoms. In the case of the finite background pressure, Fig. 6b , the probability of charge exchange collisions (CEX) increases. In this case a noticeable effect of CEX collisions is obtained in which a significant population of low energy ions is created. The calculated backflux fraction is shown in Table 4 . In all cases the level of backflux is very small (2% at most) although there is a noticeable effect of background pressure.
Comparison with experiment
The distribution of plume deposition on a witness plate was obtained experimentally. The schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 8 Fig. 10b has a second peak, which is not simulated. This peak is due to deflection of the exhaust plume. It happens probably due to the fact that when the laser ablates the fuel material and burns into the substrate, the edge of the trench forms a plumesteering surface. 27 One can conclude that overall the comparison of the experimental results and predictions show generally good agreement in the flux profiles in both X and Y directions.
Concluding remarks
An end-to-end modeling procedure was formulated for predicting the plasma plume structure generated by a micro-laser-ablation plasma thruster operated in T-mode. The model described the laser ablation of a plastic target, the plasma generation at the target surface, and the plasma plume expansion into the far-field. The plasma formation model was based on a semi-analytical fluid approach and assumed equilibrium to calculate the plasma composition. The plasma plume was modeled using a DSMC-PIC approach to include both gas-dynamic and electro-static acceleration. The plume simulation provided details of the expansion process such as energy distribution functions and deposition profiles. Such data can be used to assess spacecraft contamination issues for the thruster. The plasma plumes were investigated experimentally using depositions on witness plates. These results were compared with model predictions. Generally good agreement between experimental and calculated flux profiles was found.
